
"Deeper" - GCR/RV SITREP - Saturday - August 26, 2017 

So much has transpired since that fateful day on November 4, 2016 when Donald J 
Trump was elected President of the United States.

It's been a rough patch since that occurred.

There's obviously something much deeper going down in real time.  

I think we can all agree on that.

We can also all agree that the RV is pushing all current political and military decisions.  

Everywhere in the world, especially here in the USA, last minute GESARA changes are 
being enforced.

And while not everyone wants to see Trump removed from office, I believe anyone with 
an open mind can see the trend certainly heading towards the Trump Administration 
being removal from office and coming via Special Prosecutor Bob Mueller's 
investigation.

Hard to impossible to argue these facts, regardless of personal beliefs or political 
ideologies.

Now Is this removal timed up with the RV?  We believe so yes.  

Does this hurricane potentially complicate or slow down this process?  Possibly... but it 
can also accelerate the release because many will be paying attention to the dramatic 
weather event on top of a Trump resignation... and collectively both would distract from 
any massive monetary release.



It's the end of August, a perfect time to release the RV due to low business / trading 
volume.  The kids are still out of school, and most families are soaking in one of the last 
summer weekend before everyone gets back to work post Labor Day.

Of the 70 million currency exchangers expected over the remainder of 2017, 80% are 
said to be American.

So if we dive deeper, is what's really happening in American politics, along with the 
sudden weather threat, and including all military issues in North Korea and Venezuela 
just manufactured distractions for the global RV to begin?  

The economic and banking pump certainly is primed and has been for months.  

So there's no more monetary intelligence that matters anymore other than the actual 
release moment or "TETELESTAI" (sign up for an alert notification at 
theclarioncalls.com).

If true, then events swirling around Trump matter a great deal more, because his 
exodus is benevolent cover for millions of exchanges becoming quadrillionaires literally 
overnight.... tonight?  

We shall see.  We shall see.  But start ready to exchange.  

Is tonight that night?  Quite possibly.  But regardless of the endless pump fakes over so 
many years or false immanency of off site redemption centers being used yet now being 
closed down (HSBC has reduced off site locations to less than 50%).

The weather forecast matters because the Republic headquarters are in Fort Hood, 
Texas... exactly in the pathway for what was Hurricane Harvey (now but a weakening 
tropical storm).

What nobody is paying attention to is an infinite top down banking event.  Just the way 
Dunford wanted it.   Safer.  Quieter.  Invisible.  Using final cabal chaos in humanity's 
favor.

Suddenly, expect to see a Trump resignation or announcement that replicates the 
"Saturday Night Massacre" a la President Nixon did on October 20, 1973, and the RV to 
release because it would be the last thing on people's mind--even those holding 
currency.

That's optimal.  

We know Israel/Mossad has surrendered its pre-1967 boarder war with Palestine, Syria 
and Iran--courtesy of Russia's military mediation, China's mineral boycott and the 

http://theclarioncalls.com/


Republic's Congressional military aid freeze in the 2018 budget ($38 billion over the 
next 10 years).

We know Trump & Pence are at Camp David tonight and have been for a second 
weekend in August.

We know the Ukraine surrendered, and their sovereign bond rating was even raised as 
a result.

We know the Arizona Sheriff Joe Apario pardon was down to set up a future Trump 
pardon by Pence.

There's a big fight tonight between a European MMA champion and US boxing 
champion.  That should consume a lot of eyeballs and attention.  

No matter what, when or how the RV rolls out, do join us tonight in the Church Bank call 
at 9pm EDT Saturday night.  

https://theclarioncalls.wixsite.com/yosef

Expect all things monetary, RV, banking and Christ to be discussed.

God is with us.
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